Committee: Kay Stafford (chair- Consumer Sciences), Martha Belury (Human Nutrition), Brian Focht (Physical Activity and Educational Services), Belinda Gimbert (Educational Policy and Leadership), Laurie Katz (Teaching and Learning), Gene Folden (Human Development and Family Science), Amanda Ross (undergraduate student- Consumer Sciences), Erin Lombardo (graduate student- Human Nutrition), Jackie Blount (associate dean- EHE Academic Affairs), Jennifer Klosterman-Lando (assistant dean- EHE Undergraduate Student Services), Andy Zircher (curriculum coordinator- EHE Academic Affairs)

Semester Conversion:

Education and Human Ecology General Education model

Education and Human Ecology undergraduate minor policy

New Requests:

Book 3 Designation Request

Education and Human Ecology- requesting change in course bulletin listing “Human Ecology” to “Education and Human Ecology”

Course Requests

EDU PAES 8890.21- Research Seminar in Physical Education Teacher Education- 3- Letter- Research seminar designed to enhance students' knowledge on current experimental techniques, theories and models of physical education, sport and physical activity with an emphasis on preparing physical education teachers. Ward, Phil

EDU TL 5635- Linguistics for Literacy Education- 3- Letter- This is an introduction to educational linguistics. Through exploration of linguistic concepts and their relevance to teaching, learning, & literacy, students develop new ways of seeing and supporting students' development as skilled language users. Moore, Leslie
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